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Who Actually PaysforWorkers'
Gompensation?:The EmpiricalEvidence
by JamesR. Cheliusand John F. Burton.Jr.
Readers of this publication are undoubtedly aware of the national
trends regarding the large - and
seemingly ever-increasing costs of
workers' compensation insurance.
According to one estimate, these costs
in1992 reached $60 billion, which represented an 8.7 percent increase over
the comparable figure for 1991.1The
story of soaring workers' compensation costs over much of the last several decades is also familiar.2 These
cost increases have, in turn, set in
motion a wave of stafutory reforms
ranging from incremental changes to
draconian overhauls. Furthermore,
the workers' compensation program
shows no signs of settling into an extended period of stability.
If the continuing debate over both
the appropriate level of workers'compensation costs and revisions to programcharacteristics thatmayinfluence
these costs3is to be well-informed, it is
important to understand who is actually - rather than nominally - paying for these costs.Resistanceto costly
changesis frequently strongest among
those who conclude that they incur the
cost of these changes. Similarly, it is
only human nature not to worry about
the costliness of a particular change if
it is anticipated that someone else will
pay the bill.
This article, which supplements our
previous essay on economic theory,a
sumrnarizes empirical research findings regarding this critical issue of who
pays for workers' compensation.
Though economic theory is important
in several respects, it is the empirical
evidence that is ultimately the key to
our understanding. Since economic
theory provides a conceptual framework for empirical analysis, we will
briefly summarize the salientpoints of
our previous article, before discussing
the research findings.
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Why Botherwith A
Theory?
Economic theory is an abstraction of
how therealworld operates.A "good"
theory captures the essenceof how
markets actually work, without being
encumbered by many of the complexities inherent in everyday economic life .
Thus, a principal virtue of a good economic theory is that the theory be
s i mp l e a nd onl y as compl ex as i s

Economictheory
is an abstraction of
how the real world
operates,
needed to help us explain the functioning of the real world.s Even though we
must ultimately rely on empirical findings (or "real world" experience) to
assesswho actually pays for workers'
compensation, economic theory is a
valuable starting point for any investigation of market phenomena.
As we noted in our earlier e ssay," ...
real world marketplacesdo not act as
precisely or quickly as one might infer
from the abstractions,but such a theoretical analysisis usefulbecauseitstructures our thinking (by providing a general framework or model for analyzing
a very complex and detailed array of
real world market exchanges)and directs us to the right questions."6For
example, theory alerts us to the existence of a tradeoff between wages and
employment, that is, higher wages are
generally associatedwith fewer additional hires. As we evaluate appropriate testsof whoactually pays forworkers' compensation,we will consider the
consequencesonboth €mployment and
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wages. (As it turns out, relatively less
is known about the employment aspects of this issue.) Again, economic
theory helps us to pose the right questions, even though it might not also
furnish all of the answers.
Itis also important to recall thatthe
role of a theory is to provide insight
into how the real world actually operates, rather thanhow any of us might
wish it to operate. Many negative reactions to a particular theoretical conclusion are based more on wishful
thinking abouthow the world should
be.It is useful to separate such normative perceptions from analyses of how
the labor market and its participants
actuallybehave, and from analyses of
who thus actually pays for workers'
compensation.

ConclusionsDerived
from EconomicTheory
Workers' compensation programs,
which mandate that employers provide and nominally pay for benefits to
injured workers, are analogous to
other government programs that are
financed bya tax on payrolls. Thus, the
general theory about the impact of
payroll taxesis the relevant framework
withinwhich to conduct our analysis.
Ourearlier review of the economic
theory regarding who pays for employment-related "taxes" such as
workers' compensation had five principal conclusions.TWe initially noted
that "payroll taxes(includingworkers'
compensation) evoke responsesin the
marketplace that must be taken into
account if we are to understand their
impact." Simply looking at who is the
nominal payer of the tax doesnot necesan accusarily tell thewholestory or eTJen
rate story: such taxes nominally paid
by the employer may actually be paid
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by workers (or by other participants in
the economic transactions related to the
employment relationship, such as
product purchasers) through a) lower
wages (or, more typically, through
wages that do not grow as rapidly as
they otherwise would have grown) or
b) through reduced employment opportunities (or, perhaps, employment
opportunities that do not grow as
quickly as they otherwise would have
grown). These responses are not instantaneous orprecise; nonetheless, the
economic theory does point out the
market's long-run tendencies.
We also concluded that these" t&Jces
are best uiewedas being imposedon the
employment r eIationshipr ather thnnon the
nominal payer of thefees." Employers
and employees are engaged in a reciprocal exchange and any burden (or
subsidy) imposed on one party is going to have some implications for the
other party.
Our third conclusion from economic theory regarding who pays for
workers'compensation that was derived was that "... akey influenceas to
who is the ultimate payer of the tax is the
flexibility both employers and employees
hnaein r esponding to theimpo sitian ofsuch
atax" -aparty's inability or disinclination to respond by adjusting the
quantity of labor supplied or demanded will result in the inflexible
partybearing more of theburden in the
form of lower wages received by the
worker or higher labor costs paid by
the employer. Employers might exercise flexibility by hiring workers in
anotherjurisdiction not covered by the
tax (or in a state or country with lower
costs) or by substituting capital (for
example, investments in machinery)
for labor. Workers might exhibit flexibility by switching to an employer
offering better wages, by moving to a
statewith better job opportunities, or
by leaving the labor force.
Our fourth conclusion from economic theory had to do with the inevitable tradeoff between wages and
employment. It is an enduring fact of
economic life that reactions to change
take the form of adjustments in either
prices or in quantities. In the case of
changesin employers' costs of workers' compensation insurance, the labor
market will react by changing wages,
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employment levels, or some combination of both. Sincethereis a tradeoffbetuteentheleael of employmentand theleael
af wages,a greater impact of higher employers' Tporkers'compensationcostson
wagesresults in a lesserimpacton employment.
A final conclusionfrom our review
of labor market theory was that the
aalueof workers' compensationto employeesk anotherkey influenceon'the tax's
impact.To theextent thatworkers' compensation is viewed by an employee
as a valuable part of pay (similar to
other fringe benefits that might be valued by the worker), a worker's wage
will be lower than it otherwise would
be. justas an employee mightuse part
ofhis orher wage earnings topurchase

Therearefour broad
leaelsof empirical
analysis....
a supplemental disability policy, the
employer's mandatory "purchase" of
valued workers' compensation coverage will tend to result in lower wages.
As noted above, these conclusions
derived from econornictheorv merelv
set the stage for our consideiation of
the empirical evidence about how labormarkets actuallywork and, specifically, how these markets react to
changes in the costs of workers' compensation insurance. These research
findings are summarized in the remainder of this article.

The EmpiricalEvidence
There are four broad levels of empirical analysis that provide evidence
pertinent to our evaluation about who
acfually pays for workers' compensation. Each level of analysis has its own
strengths and weaknesses.
Thefirst (and mostgeneral) level of
studies examine employer and employee responses to changes in labor
costs and to wage changes in general.
Since an increase in the employers'
costsof workers' compensation insurancepotentially affectslabor costsand
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wages, the lessons of these broader
sfudies are quite relevant to the evaluation of who actually pays for workers' compensation. Many economists
think that the conclusions from the
empirical evidence in these more general studies are more valid than are the
conclusions derived from studies of
specific programs (such as workers'
cornpensation or Social Security), since
the more aggregated approach does
not have to rely on what may be quite
small differences acrossjurisdictions or
across time within a jurisdiction to
detect a statistically signifi cant impact.
There are almost always many other
differences that exist acrosslabor markets other than the differences in the
program being examined, so it is usually difficult to statistically single out
the impact on labor markets of any
discretepolicy d ifference(particularly
if that programmatic difference is
small). The more general approach of
examining the reaction to wage and
labor cost changes also may be better
able to capture a broader range of
subtle adjustments in the marketplace
than would the examination of a specific policy or program.
A second category of empirical
studies relevant to our evaluation of
who actually pays for workers' compensation are those that examine payroll taxes in general. As we previously
noted, the employer's requirement to
provide workers' compensation coverage is analogous to a program financed by a payroll tax; thus, lessons
from the empirical research regarding
these other programs are obviously
relevant. Government mandates that
employers purchase particular benefits
are also analogous to workers'compensation and empirical studies of
these mandates provide additional
insight into our question of "who
pays." Unfortunately (atleastin terms
of research), there is a broad and uniform application of most social programs that are financed by payroll
taxes; because interjurisdictional differences in such programs are thus
small, it is often difficult to detect statistically significant differences across
jurisdictions in the labor market reactions to programmatic changes.s An
important advantage of payroll tax
sfudies,however, is that thereare m€rny
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similarities between payroll taxes and
workers' compensation insurance,and
thus the empirical evidence regarding
the impact of payroll taxes and mandatory benefit purchases provides lessons that are applicable to our evaluation of who actually pays for workers'
compensation.
The third category of empirical
studies in our review investigates the
relationshipbetween job risks and the
wages received by workers. There have
been numerous articles on this topic,
most of which have found that workers in dangerous jobs receive extra pay
to compensate for this additional risk.
These findings provide a general context for examining whether workers'
compensation serves as a countervailing force; that is, does the provision
of workers' compensation lessen the
amount of the extra pay received by
workers in dangerous jobs? To the
extent that workers' compensation
lessensthe extra pay that is necessary
to induce workers to accept and stay
with risky jobs, employeesare paying
for workers' compensation coverage
through decreasesin their pay.
The final category of empirical studies that we will review are direct examinations of who actually pays for
workers' compensation. The substantial interstate variations in workers'
compensation programs makes such a
direct examination more fruitful than
is the case for programs financed by
payroll taxes.
Within each of thesefour categories
of empirical analyses,we will highlight
the key findings rather than presenting an exhaustive literafure review. We
will focus on the major studies that are
illustrative of the general consensusin
researchers' findings or that are
uniquely targeted to our question of
"who pays."

CategoryOne: GeneralStudies
of Employersand Employees
Labor market theory demonstrates
that the options available to both employers and employees are important
in determining the labor market responseto changesin workers' compensation costs. The central issue is how
employers respond to labor cost
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changes and how employees respond
to wage changes.
The most important findings from
this literafure are about how workers
respond towage changes.As explained
in our earlier essayon the theoryof labor
markets, an inability or unwillingness
of workers to switch employers or stop
working in responseto a wage decrease
will "steer" the market toward wages..
that are lowered by the amount of the
payroll tax. While there is substantial
evidence thatemployees are willing to
switch employers in responseto modest wage differences, when wages are
lowered throughout the market there
is much less flexibility.

The m,ostimportant

findings...arertbout
how workersrespond
to wagechanges.
For the labor market as a whole, the
evidence for adult male workers in
their middle working years is that they
will continue to work, irrespective of
whatever changes there might be in
their wages.e These workers will not
(cannot?) withdraw from the labor
force in response to a lower wage.
Furthermore, while other groups (such
as non-middle-aged men - both
younger and older, and married
women) exhibitsome tendency to drop
out of the labor force in response to
lower wages,1othese effects are not
large. This small response on the part
of workers in the market as a whole
results in what economists refer to as
an inelastic labor supply.
This lack of flexibility on the part of
workers implies that much - if not all
- of the impact of workers'compensation cost increaseswill be borne by
workers in the form of lower wages. If
one views workers' compensation as a
program thatexists in every state with
relatively minor variations across
states, these empirical results of little
or no overall worker flexibility are the
most relevant to our discussion of who
actually pays for workers' compensation. In this perspective of workers'
compensation as a universal system,
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workers have little room to escapethe
program's wage impact, short of withdrawing from the labor force. Thus,
they continue tobear the burden of the
costsof workers' compensation insurance in the form of lower wages.
Given the substantial interstate differences in workers' compensation
costs as well as substantial worker
mobility across states, one might anticipate that workers have more flexibility than is implied by the above
evidence about the overall national
market. A relative wage decline in one
state as a result of higher employers'
costs of workers' compensation insurance may cause workers to move to
another state, thus giving them an
option other than withdrawing from
the labor force. If there were substantial interstate variation in workers'
compensation costs and a resulting
substantial interstate worker mobility,
less of such wage reductions would
occur. (If it is the case that wages are
not reduced in response to workers'
compensation cost increases, the impactwould fall more heavily on reductions in employment.) There is, however, no empirical evidence on the extent of interstate worker mobility in
response to changes in workers'compensation costs.
Ascertaining the dollar value that
workers place on havingworkers' compensation coverage provides another
complication. Even if workers had
complete flexibility in responding to
wage decreases that resulted from
higher workers' compensation costs,
they might not move elSewhereor stop
working if they valued the benefits
given in exchange for the wage decrease. If workers value the benefit
provided by the tax, their supply behavior (of not changing jobs to an
employer without workers' comPensation coverage or an employer who is
located ina state with lower costs)will
result in them bearing the burden of
the tax intheformof lowerwages. The
greater value workers place on the
benefit, the greater will be the degree
to which the burden of the tax will be
shifted to labor in the form of lower
wages. There is, however, no direct
empirical evidence on the degree to
which workers' compensation is valued byworkers, although the indirect
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evidence examined below indicates
that workers place a substantial value
on workers' compensation coverage.
If one accepts the notion of little or
no flexibilityof supplybehavior on the
part of workers in response to higher
workers' compensation costs(because
they cannot withdraw from the labor
force. thev choose not to move to another state, or they value the workers'
compensation coverage being mandated), the program costwill be shifted
to workers no matter what the degree
of flexibility exhibited by employers.
This pattern of supply behavior on
the part of workers causes us to conclude that increases in workers' compensation costs are primarily shifted
onto employees in the form of lower
wages.Thisconclusionisreinforcedby
empirical evidence regarding employers' behavior. The consensusevidence
froma number of studies of the elasticity of demand for labor indicates that
employers have a substantial degree of
flexibility. The "best guess" evidence
indicates that, for every 10 percent increasein labor costs,employers reduce
demand for workers by about 3 percent.ll This implies that even if there
were substantial employment decision
flexibility on the part of employees and
even if employees placed little value
on having workers' compensation coverage/a large part of the cost of workers' compensation insurance would
still be shifted to labor.
In conclusion, if the market's reaction to workers' compensation cost
increases is the same or similar to the
market's reaction to general labor cost
changesand wage changes,the empirical evidence indicates that workers will
pay for a substantial portion of the
workers' compensation bill.

GeneralPayrollTax Studies
There have been many empirical
studies that examine the impact of
payroll taxes and their close cousin of
government mandates that require
employers to provide certainbenefits,
suchasthe requirementsin somecountries that mandate paid vacations.
Empirical analyses of the extent to
which employers/ who nominally pay
for payroll taxes,actually shift the cost
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of such taxes onto employees have
produced a wide range of estimates.
This diversity of findings probably
reflects the difficulties of isolating, in a
statistical model, the effect of payroll
taxes on labor markets, particularly
sincelabor markets are also affectedby
many other factors. This lack of consensusin the researchfindings has led
one leading contributor to this literature to concludethat the consideration
of employer and employee responses
to generalcost and wage changes(described above asthe category one studies)is more useful in ascertaining"who
pays" for such programs.l2
Becausepayroll taxes are lower in
the United States than in most other
industrialized nations, some of the
more useful studies of payroll taxes
have analyzed the experience ifr other
economies. One of the most widely
cited studies of the impact of payroll
taxesanalyzed the Swedish labor market. In Sweden,payroll taxesare very
high, having grown from 6 percent in

... workers or)illpay for
a substnntialportion
of the workers'
compensationbill.
1950 to 40 percent in1979; during the
1970salone, Sweden's payroll taxes
increasedfrom 14 to 40 percent.With
such dramatic increases,one does not
need quite as fine a level of precision to
detectlabor market reactionsas is necessaryin mostother environments. This
study of the Swedish labor market
found that within one year, approximately 50 percent of the payroll tax
increasehad beenshifted to labor in the
form of lower wages, and concluded
that "fi]abor will presumablybear the
full burden of payroll tax increasesin
the form of lower wages in the long run,
but it may take quite a while before the
long run is reached."13
A recent empirical examination of
the impact of a state government mandate that employers pay for maternity
coverage to the same extent as comparable medical conditions provides significant insight into how thb labor mar-
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ket reacts to the imposition of requirements that employers provide certain
benefits.14We highlight this maternity
coveragestudy becauseof its perceptive analysisand becausethis mandate,
aswith workers' compensationcoverage, provides benefits that employees
are likely to view as valuable. The imp-osition of this maternity coverage
dbligationby several statesin the mid1970s,as well as a subsequent federal
mandate affecting all states as of late
L978,establishesa quasi-experimental
situation that is rarely available to researchersinthesocialsciences.The fact
that the mandate applies only to a
readily identifiable group of workers
further sharpens the precision of the
analysis, as it lessensthe number of
confounding influences that may also
have a bearing on the labor market.
This study utilized data on individual workers and a variety of specifications of the statistical model in comparingwages of married femalesaged
20 to 40 (and their husbands) in states
that had passed such legislation to the
wages of the same demographic group
in statesthat had not passedthe legislation. The study found, on the basis of
this interstate comparison, that the
wages of the married females in the
states mandating maternity coverage
were lower (after statistically controllingfor other possible influences) than
were the wages of the comparable
group of married females in states
without such mandates.This cost shifting (in the form of lower wages) occurred despite thepresence of anti-discrimination legislation which would
seem to make it difficult to pass along
the cost of mandated coverage in the
form of lower wages among the group
being provided with such coverage.
The subsequent implementation in
1978 of a federal mandate to provide
maternitybenefits thatwas applicable
to every stateprovided another opportunity to assessthe labor market impact of this payroll tax. Since this mandate applied to all married women, it
might be anticipated that the labor
market reaction would be less pronounced than in the instance in which
the mandate was only in effect in only
a few states. Within a short period of
time after the federal mandate took
effect, however, most of the cost of
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providing this matemity coveragewas
shifted to the affected workers in the
form of lower wages.rs
In conclusion/ our summary of the
Swedish payroll tax and maternity
coverage empirical studies - which
are two of the more interesting and
most representative analyses of payroll taxes and employer mandates reveals that a substantial amount of
costsnominally paid by employers are
actually shifted onto employees in the
form of lower wages. While not every
empirical study has reached this conclusion, there is a consensus among
most payroll tax studies that employees absorb most of the cost of payroll
taxes. Furthermore, the research findings from the two studies we have
summarized indicate that the costshifting has occurred over a fairly short
period of time.

CompensatingWage
Differentials
Another area of empirical research
that is relevant to our discussionof who
acfually pays for workers' compensation is the matter of whether workers
are paid higher wages to work in risky
jobs. The assertion that workers must
be paid higher wages in order to induce
them to accept and stay with dangerous jobs is a labor markettheory thatis
over 200 years old.16Over the last two
decades,this theory hasbeen subjected
to substantial empirical testing.lT
This notion of "compensating wage
differentials" (a term that economists
use for this higher pay for dangerous
jobs) is very difficult to study because
of the myriad factors that have to be
accounted for in a statistical model in
order to isolate the impact of risk on
wages. The theory does not say that
wages in dangerous jobs necessarily
will be higher than the wages in a less
dangerous job, but rather that wages
in a given dangerous jot are higher
than they would be if the risks were
lower. The "compensating wage differential" theory that extra pay is required
to attract and retain employees in less
attractive jobs applies not just to job
attributes such as on-the-job risk but
also to any unattractive feature ofajob
such as low status or a high probabil-
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ity of being laid off.
The findings from the empirical literature on compensating wage differentials for risk are quite consistent:
most studies conclude that there are
indeed compensating wage differentials for risk as measured by the likelihood of workplace fatalities.lsThough
estimatesof the actual level of compensating wage differentials vary, in f,eneral, wages are "'... one-half to 2 percenthigherforworkersinmanufacturing industries with the average risk of
job fatalities(aboutl in 10,000peryear)
than for comparable workers in industries with half that level of risk."le
Clearly then, the labor market does
react (to some degree) to the degree of
danger on the job. There is, however,
no standard by which to measure
whether such premiurns fu lly compensate workers for risk or whether such
premiums are just a partial payment
fora dangerthat,if fullyaccounted for,
would yield even higher wages.
These findings set the stage for the
next category of studies that directly
analyze the impact of workers' compensation. To the extent that a worker
receives extra pay for bearing the risk
of a dangerous job, the amount of this
compensating wage differential
should be lessenedby the presenceof
a workers' compensation benefits provision system and the more generous
these benefits, the less should be the
extra pay for risk.

DirectExaminationsof Workers'
Programs
Compensation
The fairlv recent availability of data
basesin which individual workers are
the unit of observation has resulted in
several recent sfudies of who pays for
workers' compensation that, in our
opinion, are very sound.20 Furthermore, the substantial variation across
statesin the cost of workers'compensation provides an almost unique arena
within which to analyze a program's
impact on employee pay.21
The first empirical studies that directly examined the impact of workers' compensation on wages date only
to the early 1980s.Representative of
three studies published in 1983is one
bv Stuart Dorsev and Norman
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W alzer.n Dorsey and Walzer used data
from a national sample of blue collar
workers in order to statistically evaluate the relationship between workers'
compensation costs and wages; other
factors that may also influence the level
of wages (such as education and age)
were also taken into consideration in
their empirical model.ts Dorsey and
Walzer found that, for nonunion workers, over 100 percent of the costs of
workers' compensation were shifted
onto employees in the form of lower
wages. Specifically, they concluded
that for every 1 percent increase in
workers' compensation costs, wages
declined by 1.4 percent.2a
More recent empirical studies of the
impact of increases in workers' compensation costs have been done by
Michael Moore and W. Kip Viscusi.2s
They used three "general purpose
samples" of household heads in the
labor market, in examining the relationship between wages and higher
workers' compensation benefits. As
was the case in the previously cited
empirical studies, the statistical modelsused by Moore and Viscusi also take
into consideration other factors that
may have a bearing on wages.26
Moore and Viscusi found that
higher workers' compensation benefits
were associated with substantially
lower wages, after statistically controlling for the influence of other factors.
The degree of this tradeoff was so pronounced that, from an employer's perspective, higher workers' compensation benefits may well pay for themselves. Specifically, they assert that
[u]nder a wide range of assumptions a substantial wage offset is
generated by the provision of
[workers' compensation]benefits.
This offset is expected on economic grounds sinceboostingone
attractive feature of the compensation mix (workers' compensati on) w i l l reduce the wages
needed to make a hazardous job
acceptableto the worker.
... [a]lthough workers' compensation increases do not provide
an economic 'free lunch' to firms,
they are cheaper fare on average
than is generally believed.2T
The conclusion that maybe inferred
from the findings of this study - that
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higher workers' compensation benefits, from the employer's perspective,
more than pay for themselves in the
form of lower wages - is a radical one
that undoubtedly will be sharply contested by many members of the workers' compensation community. Moore
and Viscusi also point out that the level
of the estimated wage /benefit tradeoff
appears to have diminished asbenefits
have gotten more generous over the
past two decades; as such, employer
resistancetobenefithikes is not totally
counter to their conclusion thatworkers'compensation pays for itself.
Another aspect of the Moore and
Viscusi analysis is worth mentioning.
Many people are dubious about the
market's ability to react to relatively
subtle factors such as the dangerousness of jobs or the level of workers'
compensation benefits. As we noted
above, however, the evidence is quite
strong that workers are paid greater
wages in more dangerous jobs and that
this higher wage is offset by workers'
compensation. Yet, many people (principally, those who are not economists)
remain skeptical.
The skeptics argue that few workers are aware of job risks and thus few
workers are able to use such information in deciding where (or whether) to
work. Neither every worker nor even
a large proportion of workers needs to
be initially aware of these factors in
order for these factors to stillhave profound implications for the workings of
the labor market. One of the most important ways by which workers actually become aware of the existence of
such factors is by accepting an offer of
employment for a particular job. After
getting a close-up look at the job, the
worker may discover that the job is
more dangerous than he or she originally assumed and the worker may
then quit. (The speed of this act is, of
course/ dependent on whether the
worker has other employment opportunities.)
Moore and Viscusi investigate the
relationship between on-the-job danger and the worker's inclination to quit,
as well as the relationship between job
risk and actual quitting. They observe
that more dangerous jobs are associated with more intended quits and
more actual quits, although only the
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intended quit relationship was statistically significant. More to the point of
our discussion of "who pays," however, is their finding that more generous workers' compensation benefits
reduce quit rates, as well as workers'
intentions to quit dangerous jobs.
While these results do notprovide direct evidence regarding who actually
pays for workers' compensation, they
certainly demonstlate that employees
react to different risk levels and the
lessening of their financial burdens
from such risk through the provision
of workers' compensation. It is strong
confirmatory evidence for the hypothesisthatthelabor markettakesjob risks
and workers'compensation into account.

Theconclusion... is a
radical one that
undoubtedlywill be
sharply contested....
The most recentempirical study that
directlyexamines the issue of who pays
for workers' compensation provides,
in our assessment,the strongestresults.
Jonathan Gruber and Alan Krueger
used data from a national sample of
individuals in five narrowly defined,
high-risk jobs.4 The data, covering a
five-year period, included the following private sectoroccupations:carpenters, truck drivers, nonprofessional
hospital employees, gasoline station
employees, and plumbers. The use of
thesenarrowly defined work activities,
coupled with the substantial interstate
cost differences in workers' compensation, lends itself to more precise estimates than was the casewith some of
the studies we previously discussed.2e
Cruber and Krueger found that in
four out the five activities studied all exceptplumbers - higher workers'
compensation costs were associated
with lower wages. In the full sample of
five activities, the statistical model that
took into consideration state effects
other than workers' compensation
(and thus is the preferred specification)
found that the effect of increases in
workers' compensationcostson wages
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was substantial and statistically significant. Gruber and Krueger concluded
that 86.5percent of workers' compensation costswere shifted onto workers
in the form of lower wages.
Gruber and Krueger also used aggregated, firm-level data, in an effort
to confirm their wage results and to
investigate the impactof workers' compensation costs on employment. For
this analysis, they utilized data from
two years (1979and 1988)on firms that
employed carpenters, truck drivers,
gasoline station employees, and
plumbers,m as well as data on firms engaged in the agricultural machinerp
excavatiory gas and oil distribution,
lumber sales, masonry, and road and
street construction industries (these
additional firms were engaged in relativelyhigh-risk activities thatprovided
a good match with the workers'compensation cost data). Changesin wages
and employmentwere correlated with
workers' compensation cost changes
between 1979 and1988.
When the focusof the analvsis in this
firm-level data setwas restriited to the
activities that they had investigated in
their firstset of models, the results were
the same as before: 86 percent of the
workers' compensation cost increases
were shifted onto workers. When the
focus of analysis inthis firm-level data
set was expanded to all ten activities,
Gruber and Krueger found that 56
percent of workers' compensation cost
increaseswere shifted onto workers in
the form of lower wages.
Economic theory suggests that to
the extent thatworkers' compensation
costsarenotfullyshifted ontoemployees(that is, employers still bear part of
the cost), employment levels may also
be affected. Since Gruber and Krueger
had found much -but not all - of the
cost of workers' compensation was
passed along to employees, it might
thus be expected that cost increases
would also result in employment decreases.3lGruber and Krueger tested
the employment/cost increase relationship, using the firm-level data pertaining to the four activities of the first
sample and to all ten activities in their
data set.Inboth samples,the estimated
relationships indicate that cost increaseswere associatedwith employment decreases;however, the relation-
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ships were too imprecise to be statisti
cally significant. Thus, they could not
conclusively state that cost increases
were associated with employment
decreases.
A recent study by David Durbin did
focus explicitly on the relationship
between workerst comDensation costs
and employmentlevels-.32Durbinused
state-level data from selected years
between 1981and 1989,and concluded,
from the results of a statistical model
that took into consideration a variety
of factors,thateach l0peicentincrease
in workers' compensationcosts (which
was the approximate average annual
increase during this period) resulted in,
roughlp 90Q000lostjobs. If those jobs
had not been lost, the national unemployment rate for \991, for example,
would have been 5.9 percent, rather
than the actual rate of 6.7. While the
aggregated nature of the data, the limited years, and possible difficulties
with some of the measures give us
some hesitation with the specific job
lossestimate,thebasicnotion thatsome
of the increase in workers' compensation costsresults in employment losses
is probably valid.

Gonclusion
Empirical analysis of the important policy question of who actually
pays for workers' compensation is
clearly important. Notwithstanding
this importance, such empirical research is a difficult and messy business. The data are usually flawed in
some manner, the variables used are
often approximations of what we
would actually prefer to be able to
measure, the time needed for the labor market to react to cost increases
is always unclear (and thus we may
not be focusing on the "right" time
period), and the list of other, possibly confounding factors to be statistically controlled for is long. Labor
market analysis is not like the repeated trials in a laboratory experiment, in which it is possible to confirm one's hypothesis by achieving
the same results in repeated trials.
Any one economic study can be subjected to criticisms and to a litany of
reasons why it does not conclusively
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answer the question that the researcher hoped to answer.
Nevertheless, despite all these difficulties, and despite all of the limitations of individual empirical studies,
there is, in our estimation, a broad consensus that may be inferred from a
large number of empirical analyses
using different data and different statistical models. We have a reasonable
degreeof confidence thatsocial science
research has indeed provided an answer to our question of who actually
pays forworkers' compensationl.a substantinl portion of workers'compensation
costs(and euen,accordingto someestimates,all of the costs)are shifted onto
workers.
In our view, increasesin the cost of
workers' compensation and in the costs
of other programs financed by payroll
taxes are one of the reasonswhy there
hasbeen so little wage growth over the
past two decades.If one has a negative
reaction to the conclusion that workers pay much, if not all, of the bill for
workers' compendation, the corollary
is likely to provide better news. Given
the tradeoff between wages and employment the more workers' compensation cost increasesaffect wages, the
less they will affect employment.
We think that injured workers, organized labor, the business community, and policy makers should be
aware of the fact that the empirical
research indicates that the costs of
workers' compensation insurance are
" largely shifted onto workers. We realize that neither an injured worker trying to make ends meet on the basis of
indemnity benefits nor a firm that is
trying to remain competitive in what it
perceivestobe an unfavorable business
climate will necessarily accept such
evidence.Nonetheless,in our view, the
"data speak" on who actually pays for
workers' compensation. The data also
"tell" us that workers not only pay for
workers' compensation, but that to a
large extent this method of financing
workers' compensationis a fair deal for
workers, sincemore expensivebenefits
lead to a roughly equivalent drop in
wages.
Having allowed the data to speak to
these findings, and having at the outset of this article counseled against allowing normative views to influence
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one's researctuwe will conclude with
some "should" statements, which are
inevitable in discussing the policy
implications of empirical research. Our
task should be to develop a more efficient, effective, and fair system for
compensating injured workers aswell
asencouragingprevention and retumto-work. Employers andemployeesare
in this together and the goal of reform
should be to create programs that are
more valuable toboth parties: providing a given level of benefits with lower
costs in the delivery system is an example of a win-win situation. It is important that we do a better job at developing relationships and institutions
that reflect this mutuality of interests.
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